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K IS
In order* that from the first there may be no mis-
understanding of terms, it seems best to begin with an attempt
to define "naturalism". According to Zola, naturalism is:
"le retour a la nature qui se base sur 1 'expedience et procede
tt(l)
par 1' analyse. C'est la peinture de ce qui est.
The term "naturalism" was not invented by Zola; it
was but applied to that evolution in literature which was
taking place in his day. Nature is the ultimate basis of all
knowledge and of all literature, hence in a sense all litera-
ture is naturalistic; but in the latter half of the nineteenth
century we see the so-called "naturalist" movement carried to
a height as the result of two main factors.
In the first place, the naturalist movement in
literature was a direct result of the great advances made in
experimental science in the nineteenth century, especially
in the field of medicine. Now realism is scientific in that
it observes that which exists, but naturalism, like modern
science, not only observes but experiments.
Then, naturalism, if not a direct result of the
Franco-Prussian War, was at least furthered by post-war con-
ditions. Prance had suffered defeat, she was broken in
spirit and crushed by debt; she was forced to fsce these
unpleasant facts and to take account of stock, as it were,
and try to get patched up. This necessity for facing the
truth brought about the downfall of the sham, the super-
ficiality, the mock melancholy of Romanticism before the
1. Zola: "Le Roman Natural! ste" - p. 47.
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keen, iconoclastic pessimism of naturalism which flourished
because it fitted in with the spiritual depression of the
time. The realistic reaction against romanticism and ideal-
ism once started, it was natural, as in all revolutions, that
exaggeration of the reactionary view should come to the fore,
and exaggerated realism is naturalism.
In the field of philosophy and of literary criti-
cism, the scientific method of observation and analysis was
developed by Hippolyte Taine, to whose deterministic philo-
sophy many of the naturalistic authors owed their ideas.
The application of the methods of the exact sciences in the
domain of the philosopher would mean the downfall of that
reasoning which starts from the false premise of an idea,
and the basing of theory on concrete reality, known fact,
the proceeding through a succession of facts learned by ob-
servation and experiment from the known to the unknown, from
fact to idea. To Taine, everything, even a work of art, re-
duced to a mathematical problem. In his critical studies he
takes into consideration the influences of race, environment,
and time or circumstances in judging an author or an artist.
Under Taine ! s guidance, positivism became the dominant philo-
sophy in Prance. Its result is seen in the pessimism and
cynicism, as well as in the scientific attitudes, of first
the French novelists, and later the dramatists.
when one hears the word "naturalism" it seems al-
ways to bring into mind the name of Emile Zola, probably
because he, as a realistic novelist and as a propounder of

a theory for naturalist drama, made more use of the word than
others whose tendency to naturalism was as strong as his. In
Zola's "Le Roman Naturaliste" can be seen how thoroughly the
scientific movement and spirit entered into the field of lit-
erature. Quoting the theories of Claude Bernard's "Introduc-
tion to Experimental Medicine", Zola says that to adapt this
method to literature we have only to replace the word doctor
by the word novelist and proceed to follow the rules. Man,
then, is reduced to a mechanism, his body to be studied by
the physician and chemist, his character and passions to be
analyzed and described by the novelist or portrayed by the
dramatist, who both use the same method as does the scientist.
To restate it briefly, the novelist's or dramatist's purpose
is to study man in his reactions to different stimuli, and
literature is turned into a science instead of an art.
Zola stressed the impersonality of the experimental
method, saying that the writer, like the physician, should be
content to observe and state facts without theorizing over
them or pointing a moral. The dramatist neither invents nor
reveals; he presents a "slice of life" and says: "Here is
existence; try to adapt yourself to it". So says Zola: "Plus
de personnages abstraits, plus d' inventions mensongeres, mais
des personnages reels, l'histoire vraie de chacun, le relatif
de la vie quotidienne . "^ Imaginary adventures, intrigues,
complications of plot, "coups de theatre", were taboo. Zola
attacks the Romantic dramatists, who, while revolting against
the stringent rules of classicism, had themselves found other
1. "Le Naturalisme au Theatre" - p. 118.

rules more false and more ridiculous than those they revolted
against. To him the Scribian "piece bien faite" was a mere
plaything, with its superficial observation, its sentimental-
ity, and its stock tricks. The theatre should be the result
of observation, not of fabrication.
Besides his dramatic theory, Zola advocates reforms
in the presentation of plays, such as realism in the "mise en
scene" and the abolishment of footlights which give such a
garish air of artificiality.
For all his dramatic theory, Zola himself was not a
great naturalist dramatist. The most powerful of his plays,
"Therese Raquin" , was really a return to the psychological
drama of Racine; but in scenes it borders on melodrama, and
it observes those rules of form which the author despised.
The theories of Taine and Zola were adopted by
novelists, while the theatre, the last stronghold of conven-
tions, was producing the frankly artificial plays of Scribe
and his followers. Several of these realistic novelists
tried their hand at writing plays, none with much success.
Balzac had the dramatic ideal of representing true life on
the stage. His one important play, "La Maratre" , was far
more revolutionary than Dumas' famous "Dame aux Camelias"
in form and subject matter, and was written about four years
earlier. But Balzac, admirable as a novelist, is ponderous
and clumsy as a dramatist: his play, however much one may
admire the idea behind it, is dull.
Flaubert, called the master of the naturalist
novelists, attempted, among others, a play called "Le Candidat"
.no
•
but he carries over too many elements of the novel, with the
result that the play is long and boring.
By far the most charming of the dramatic attempts
of the novelists is the play of Alphonse Daudet, "L'Arle'sienne"
Except for the fact that it is a psychological study of char-
acter, it can hardly be called a naturalistic play, being
whimsical, imaginative, and interspersed with songs. Daudet
does break away from the set rules of form.
Edmond and Jules de Goncourt were intensely inter-
ested in the theatre, and held reactionary views. They
considered the theatre of Scribe and his followers "une bolte
a conventions, une machine de carton". Their desire was
for plays written "sans aucune concession aux ingenieuses
ficelles, a tout ce charpentage moderne".^^ The plays of
the Goncourts fell short of their ideal. "Henriette Marechal"
contains situations romantic and improbable. Its form is not
noticeably free, its characters are unreal, and its conclusion
smacks of melodrama.
For Alexandre Dumas (fils) has been claimed the
glory of being the founder of modern drama, and for his
"Dame aux Came'lias" the honor of being the herald of realism.
According to Zola, Dumas does in scenes approach realism, but
in his plays he turns at the end with enthusiasm to deal out
poetic justice, which insures the approval of the public.
Dumas* theory that drama is the art of preparation and ex-
planation is in opposition to any theory of realism. Yet
1. Preface to "Henriette Marechal".
•
"La Dame aux Caine'lias" is the most realistic of Dumas » plays,
being written before the preacher in him had overcome the
dramatist. The character of the heroine of this play was
taken from real life, being based on that of Marie Duplessis,
an actress, of whom Dumas says: "elle n'a pas eu toutes les
aventures pathe'tiques que je prete a Marguerite Gautier, mais
elle ne demandait qu»a les avoir.
Thus it would seem that Dumas uses reality merely
as a point of departure into a world of fancy and intrigue,
where everyone is witty, where life consists of one compli-
cation after another until miraculously all troubles are
cleared up. Champion of the thesis play, Dumas looks on the
theatre as a pulpit from which to present views on life and
society. It is this tendency of Dumas* "de se faire le sub-
stitut de Dieu sur cette terre," that Zola deplores; this, and
his too clever dialogue with its eternal "bon mot", which real
people never think to say at the right moment.
In form, Dumas follows Scribe. Like his plots, his
characters belong in a world of unreality. They are theatri-
cal. With Dumas, observation is superficial, character
analysis is subservient to action, and the ideals of naturalism
are unrealized.
Contemporaneous with Dumas, and of much the same
caliber, Emile Augier, the defender of middle class respecta-
bility, produced his social dramas. Though Augier moralizes,
his preaching is not so obvious as that of Dumas, and he has
1. Preface to "La Dame aux Camillas".

a refreshing touch of satire, especially where money matters
are concerned. His characters are human, though rather typi-
cal than individual, and though they do show a remarkable
faculty for reforming in the fifth act.
The third member of what has been called the trio
of dramatic gods, was Victorien Sardou, writer of comedies
of intrigue and of historical plays. One suspects Sardou*
s
history of being largely the result of a lively imagination,
yet the effect of reality is given by the accumulation of
much detail and by a certain audacity in the treatment of
famous characters which would make one think the author had
been personally acquainted with them. Both Sardou and Augier
cling to intricate plots, to mechanical development, and in-
troduce scenes for theatrical effect. Both seem to write
with one eye on the technique and the other on the prospec-
tive audience.
As untrue to life as these plays of Dumas and his
followers seera to us today, for nearly thirty years they
reigned supreme not only in Prance but in all Europe, and
in England, above all other countries, did they find favor.
Dumas claimed the honor of being a realist because of his
plots. Augier and Sardou were proud of their dialogue,
which was supposed to be like that of every-day conversation.
All showed traces of the influence of naturalism, and a de-
sire to give the effect of life on the stage. None was able
to break away from the conventional form, the established
ritual, and sure success of the "well made play".

It was not until the advent of Henri Becque that
French drama finally realized the ideals of Zola and departed
from the bonds of Scribian technique, took a freer form, and
gave to the world plays with simple plots, wherein lifelike
characters were confronted with situations which might easily
meet anyone. With Becque the action centered in a struggle
between wills, rather than in any physical action. There is
a return to the psychological drama of Racine and Corneille,
with the added attraction of a scientific study of human be-
havior .
During his lifetime, Becque remained unknown or
unappreciated; but his few plays, which seem the product of
a genius, later established him as one of the great French
dramatists. Moliere was Becque f s dramatic god- father, and,
like Moliere, he had the power of presenting a vivid picture
of life by means of powerful dialogue in the mouths of living
individuals. Basing his plays on incidents or situations he
had observed or met with, he developes character almost to
the exclusion of plot, and dispensing with external action,
he gives an impersonal and frank analysis. Becque dispensed
with the formal exposition, the mechanical development of
plot, and with the grand finale. The play begins, as often
as not, in the midst of a situation; it ends when the author
has drawn from his characters their reactions to the situation
in which he has placed them. It is not wound up by the arbi-
trary ending which either marriage or death put to the old
style play. With Becque we have the fulfilment of Zola's plea
for a "lambeau d»existance" , of the similar cry of Jean Jullien
for "une tranche de vie, raise sur la scene avec art". (1)
1. Jean Jullien, "Le Theatre Vivant" - Vol.1, p. 115.

THE THEATRE LIBRE
While Becque was trying, without success, to get
his plays accepted, while Parisian playgoers were being fed
on the sugar-coated sermons and the farcical comedies of the
dramatic trinity, there were certain individuals who felt
that the French theatre was sadly out of tune with French
life. Among the discontented was Andre Antoine, young,
forceful, and full of enthusiasm, who, not content with
merely protesting vocally or through the press, established
in 1867, the Theatre Libre, a theatre of protest and of in-
novation. The place played in the development of naturalism
by this theatre was great; but one should remember that
Antoine 1 s theatre was not exclusively devoted to the produc-
tion of plays of the naturalistic or even of the realistic
genre
.
Antoine did adopt many of Zola's dramatic theories,
which, along with the interest of Zola in the theatre, and
his connection with it as a playwright, gave to the Theatre
Libre a naturalistic flavor which Antoine found hard to live
down. For instance, the type of play classed as being of the
"genre Theatre Libre" was of the ultra-realistic variety,
often descending into what the French call "rosserie", what
we would term crude vulgarity. That these "rosse" plays
should be called typical of the Theatre Libre is unfair, for
Antoine opened his doors to all sorts and conditions of plays,
plays in verse and in prose, fantasies, "realistic" slices of
life, farces and tragedies. He tried conscientiously to
avoid identification with any one school or clique.

To many people the term "naturalism" means the
portrayal of all that is low and vicious. In the beginning
there was no connotation of vulgarity in the word. The
naturalist did not deliberately set out to shock the tender
sensibilities of his prospective audiences; he merely in-
sisted on portraying the black with the white, the evil
with the good, side by side as they exist in life, with
special emphasis on neither. But, as I have said before,
naturalism was a reactionary movement directed against the
sentimentality, the "sweetness and light" of the decadent
romanticists; and the tendency developed to lay stress on
the opposite side, to oppose pessimism to optimism, and to
draw a picture of the lower side of life. It was largely
due to this tendency to put emphasis on the gloomy, to
exclude beauty and imagination from its plays, that natural-
ism in drama met with so much opposition and so little success.
But to speak of the downfall of naturalistic drama
before having fairly started it on its career, is to put the
cart before the horse. So to return to Antoine.
Zola had provided the theories. Henri Becque's
plans for a new theatre for the "making and remaking of
dramatic authors" provided a fairly workable set of rules.
So, surrounded by a group of friends and fellow idealists,
Antoine started in a tiny hall to produce plays and perform-
ances which were to revolutionize the theatrical world of
Paris, and eventually influence the modern drama of Europe.
The Theatre Libre was never a theatre in the legal sense of
the term, being supported by subscription; unlike the com-
•
mercial theatres, it was under no obligation to please the
public nor to obey the mandates of the censor.
The avowed purpose of Antoine was to provide a
place where young or unknown dramatists, especially those
who did not accept the rules and standards of the "piece
bien faite", might find an opportunity to have their plays
performed. Plays of established authors were merely an
added attraction.
Beginning with this modest aim, the ideas of the
Theatre Libre gradually broadened to include not only the
performance of plays of new dramatists but a revolutionary
theory of technique, setting, and presentation. Antoine
turned out to be a rebel, with force of genius and of en-
thusiasm enough behind him to realize his ideals. Depart-
ing from the old conception of the stage as a place from
which to stun people with artificial spectacle, Antoine
adopted Ibsen's theory that the stage is a room to which
the curtain forms a fourth wall, transparent to the audience
but opaque to the actors. The play is not heard but over-
heard.
In accepting this theory, Antoine accepted all the
implications that went with it, not the least of which was
the necessity for a completely different method of character
interpretation, necessitating a new and intense training of
actors. The old school had quite frankly trained its actors
to play with an eye to the effect on the audience, had en-
couraged stars to dominate roles with their own personality.

The ability to act was not considered as important as the
ability to look beautiful or to thrill by oration. In the
new theory the mind and body of the actor is concentrated
on what is going on in that stage-room, where he is trying
to live, insofar as he is able, the life of the character
he is representing. Says Antoine: "L ! ideal absolu de
l'acteur doit etre de devenir un clavier, un instrument
merveilleusement accorde', dont l'auteur jouera va son gre".^
Antoine 1 s new method of character interpretation
soon became the accepted one in the regular theatres of
Paris. Actors trained at the theatre of Antoine were taught
not only to live their parts in individual roles, but to act
individually in mob scenes. Soon they were sought by the
commercial theatres of Paris.
In the realm of setting too, Antoine made his mark.
In the old idea of the theatre, the attention of the audience
was usually rivetted on the star performer, or dazed by the
intricacy of the plot, so that scenery did not matter greatly.
Elaborateness was the keynote of what scenery was used. With
the change of focus from action to character, more opportunity
was given to observe the background. In naturalistic drama,
scenery played an important part, providing for the play the
"milieu" or atmosphere which long, detailed descriptions gave
in the novel. Realism was applied to the smallest detail of
the "mise en scene". In an article commenting on the presenta-
(o)
tion of Tolstoi 1 s "Power of Darkness", Eugene de Vogue" says:*
1. Prom a letter of Antoine »s to M. Le Bargy, in Appendix 1,
to "Le Theatre Libre", by A. Thalasso.
2. "La Revue des Deux Mondes" March 15. 1888: included in
"Le Theatre Libre", by A. Thalasso, Appendix.

"On voyait pour la premiere foia sur une scene
francaise, un decor et deg costumes empruntes aux habitudes
quotidiennes de la vie russe, sans enjolivement d'opeYa
comique, sans ce gout du clinquant et du faux qui semble
inherent a l*atmosphere du theatre". Thus we see Antoine
a pioneer in the field of modern realistic setting.
Most of the young dramatists who, finding en-
couragement and help coming to them from Antoine, began to
write for the Theatre Libre, broke away from the old tech-
nique and followed Becque in simplicity of plot, in classi-
cal unity, and in taking situations from real life. The
field of the dramatist broadened to include classes and
incidents formerly unportrayed. The "milieu" of the drama
changed from the fashionable world of society, or the do-
nothing world of the social "hangers-on", so dear to the
heart of Dumas, to the everyday world of the common man, of
the ordinary "petit bourgeois", whose life, though it may
not be as thrilling as that of the "upper ten", contains
situations as comic as that life, and others often far more
tragic. Gone were the old intrigues, the stilted plots, the
puppet characters, and the theatrical scenes; such writers
as Brieux, Curel, and Porto-Riche give us scenes from life.
Of the dramatists who made their debut at the
Theatre Libre, the three above named are considered the
greatest. None of them was a purely naturalistic writer in
the sense of Zola»s definition of a naturalist, as one who
is content to observe and to note, without imagination, with-
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out sympathy; nor are they naturalistic in the sense of the
word that such a writer as Jean Jullien shows himself to he
in "La Serenade". But they were naturalistic in that they
observed life, all sides of it; in that they created simple,
vital characters, who spoke simple, vital dialogue.
Eugene Brieux was the least naturalistic of all,
because he clung to the thesis play and insisted that the
theatre had a utilitarian end. Brieux was just as much of
a preacher as was Dumas before him, but he (Brieux) was in-
terested in different problems, and he had the courage to
say what he thought without surrounding it with a veil of
sentimentality. In some plays, Brieux drew his thesis from
the action; in others, character and action were clearly
subservient to thesis; while in such a play as "Les Avaries"
practically the whole time was taken up with a discussion
of a medical problem, giving the play the appearance of a
treatise on disease, and furnishing just about the same
amount of dramatic interest.
Brieux's influence was felt to a great extent in
England, where the climate or the race seems to assure the
success of all moralizers. In Prance, it was Georges de
Porto-Riche who influenced the trend of modern drama. In
his "Theatre d»Amour" he shows himself to be a polished and
brilliant dramatist, whose plays are ironical yet delicate,
realistic yet imaginative, analytical yet poetic. Such
plays as "Amoureuse" and "La Chance de Prancoise" are subtle
analyses, which call to mind now Marivaux, now Musset.
•
The plays of Francois d© Curel are most interest-
ing to read, but except for one war play, "Terre Inhumaine "
,
they have never achieved popularity. Curel* s theatre is one
of the mind. The struggle is never physical; it is not even
a clash of characters. It is merely the conflict between
ideas or ideals, a conflict which usually takes place in the
mind of one character. Curel is a profound thinker, too
profound to be appreciated by ordinary mortals, to whom the
depths of his thought are apt to appear somewhat hazy.
Besides introducing Brieux, Curel, Porto-Riche
,
and other less important French authors, to theatrical Paris,
Antoine brought to the French stage plays of foreign drama-
tists. With her steady stream of dramatic development,
France had not felt the need of outside influence, nor had
she been hospitable to foreign playwrights. Ibsen ! s "Ghosts"
introduced a new realism to France and was the cause of much
controversy. Plays of Tolstoi, Strindberg, Hauptmann,
Bjornson, and Turgenev, familiarized frequenters of Antoine 1 s
theatre with the drama of Russia, Germany, and the Scandina-
vian countries.
From 1890 to 1893 the Theatre Libre was at its
height. In 1893, Antoine and some members of his troupe
made a tour of Belgium and Germany, performing plays of
their repertory. The year 1894 saw the end of Antoine *s
management of the theatre. Having pointed the route to be
followed, having aroused a spirit of initiative and progress,
having imposed their ideals on the current drama of France,
Antoine and his theatre had accomplished their purpose. Says
•
Adolphe Thalasso: "Le brave petit theatre a eu son
heure et fait son oeuvre. II a servi la cause de l*art,
et plus d»une des ide'es dont vit le drame d^ujourd^ui
a germine dans ce limon fertile."
French drama had turned away from theatricality
and falseness. It had established itself in a simplicity
free from the confining technique of any school. Natural-
ism had influenced it in choice of subject matter, in
artistic development, in form, in presentation.
1. A. Thalasso, "Le Theatre Libre", p. 112.

To appreciate the importance of what has been
called the renaissance of English drama, which began to-
ward the end of the last century, and which is still in
process, one must consider the state of the theatre before
this time which made it necessary for English drama to be
reborn.
Between the era of Sheridan and Goldsmith, (both
Irish, by the way), and that period beginning with Pinero
and Jones, nearly two hundred years later, the dramatic
output of England was practically nil. For the country
which produced the genius Shakespeare, what a sorry plight
thi3 was. The dearth of English plays seems all the more
noticeable when compared with the drama of Prance, where,
during these same two hundred years, there was a continuous
stream of production, in constant touch with the national
literature. It was in keeping in touch with literature that
English drama failed. John Drinkwater says: "the stage fell
upon evil days not because it divorced Itself from life but
because it divorced itself from literature. " ^
^
The chief reason for the separation of drama and
literature in England is to be found back in the days of
Cromwell, when, in the fanatic rage of Puritanism, the doors
of all theatres were closed; when drama was degraded from
the rank of a fine art and set aside as an immoral branch
of literature, unworthy of cultivation. The theatre was
1. Introduction to the "Plays of St. John Rankin", p. 5.
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looked upon as the abode of the Evil one, and being given a
bad name, it soon began to live up to it. In 1660, the
nobility returning from Prance and exile, brought with them
the germ of the Restoration drama, wherein frankness often
descended into lewdness. This ended all hope of reinstating
the theatre in the good graces of the Puritans, who immedi-
ately said, "We told you so" and staid away from all connec-
tion with it. Others, not so Puritanical, began to look on
the theatre as a place to go to be amused, nothing else.
And this is the view of many Anglo-Saxon theatregoers today.
Henry A. Jones says that nine out of ten look on the theatre
as "a funny place where funny people do funny things."^ To
amuse the people became the watchword of whatever dramatists
there were. The English theatre became a plaything. Along
with the theatre, actors acquired an evil reputation and were
socially ostracised.
With Puritanism goes the mighty influence wielded by
the censor in England, though the office was not officially
created until the time when Fielding, trying his hand at
writing plays, took liberties with Walpole»s political dig-
nity and was forced to turn to writing novels for a living.
The English censor has probably caused more talk and done as
little good as any institution connected with the theatre.
Another cause of the decline of the English drama
was the overpowering influence of Shakespeare. England, with
its well known reverence for tradition, looked back to the
1. Henry Arthur Jones, "Foundations of a National Drama."
r
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seventeenth century for model and subject. But the genius
of Shakespeare defied imitation and oppresaed the intelli-
gence of the dramatists, who ceased trying to he original
and aped Shakespeare, without hope of equalling him. One
might almost say that Shakespeare produced an inferiority
complex in his followers.
Puritanism and the preponderant influence of
Shakespeare are the chief causes of the decadence of English
drama. Another factor may have been the readiness with which
England accepted the plays of other nations, especially
those of Prance. For about thirty years French dramatists
occupied the London stage, completely smothering whatever
attempts at originality English authors might have felt
moved to make. The lack of an international copyright made
it possible, even toward the end of the nineteenth century,
for English managers to purloin French plays, translate or
adapt them, and present them without paying any royalty.
This process was cheaper and far less exacting than the de-
velopment of "home talent".
Clayton Hamilton gives as another reason for the
decline, the confusion of the drama with the theatre, and
the presence of great actors whose personalities dominated
the performance and hid any weakness in the plays. In
this respect, however', England was not alone. In France
and Italy, Bernhardt and Duse had produced the same effect.
People went to the theatre to see the "divine Sarah", not
to see a play by such and such an author. It was she who
1. Preface by C. Hamilton to "The Social Plays of
A. W. Pinero"
-
thrilled them, not the excellence of the piece in which
she played.
One cause of the separation of drama from litera-
ture, or perhaps rather a result of it, is the fact that,
for years, apart from the stage presentation, English plays
did not exist. If they ever were published, it was not
until long after they were played. The English dramatist's
reputation, therefore, rested solely upon his success with
"first night" audiences.

The 1860's saw the first attempt to revive the
dying English drama, to rescue it from the shades of past
glory and bring it into connection with the modern world.
This era is called the Robertsonian, after the actor-
dramatist, T. W. Robertson. Without any real penetration,
without the culture or the artistic seriousness necessary
to a great dramatist, Robertson^ chief value is found in
contrast with the work preceding him, and in the fact that
he sincerely wanted to make the theatre more lifelike.
Robertson's plays were rendered nearly futile as attempts
to reproduce life, by his sentimentality and his stilted
plots, and his exaggeration of character. His most im-
portant play, "Caste", is considered by some critics of
English drama as epoch-making. Shaw says: "After years
of sham heroics and superhuman balderdash, "Caste" delight-
ed everyone by its freshness, its nature, its humanity.
"
And again, after the revival of "Caste" in 1897:
"The playgoer of today can never know what it was like to
see on the stage a gentleman who looked like a gentleman,
walking into a drawingroom that looked like a drawingroom,
after a lifetime spent in contemplating performances com-
pared to which an average performance of "La Traviata" at
Covent Garden might pass as photographically realis tic ."
^
Taking into account Shaw»s tendency to exaggera-
tion, one may still see that with Robertson came the first
1. G. B. Shaw, "Dramatic Opinions and Essays", Vol. I.
2 • Same
.
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halting step in the transformation of English drama from
the realm of the past to that of present problems. Robert-
son still clung to "stagey stuff". He showed a marked
taste for "les choses qui brillent". His plots are intri-
cate, his characters overdrawn. He is decidedly of the old
school, but important as a pioneer.
Ever since 1850, translations of French plays had
been popular in England. After 1865 (Robertson), adapta-
tions of French plays, revamped to give an English exterior,
were predominant. From 1875 on, when Pinero, Grundy, and
Jones, were flourishing, imitations of French plays still
overwhelmed any tendencies toward originality. Dumas,
Sardou, Augier, Dennery, were as popular and as successful
in England as in France. Grundy, Jones, and Pinero, were
England's three most popular playwrights at the end of the
nineteenth century. Of these, Grundy probably borrowed most
from France. Nearly his whole output consisted of adapta-
tions. By his use of stage conventions, of mechanical tech-
nique, by his intricate plots, and in his fondness for moral-
izing, Grundy shows the strong influence of the Scribian-
Dumas theories. Grundy's characters are now the conventional
puppets of Scribe, now these same puppets Anglicized. His
solutions are essentially theatrical. He is typical of the
era of adaptation, the last step before the emancipation of
the English theatre from foreign control.
Henry Arthur Jones was the theorist, the idealist
of the new spirit in English drama. As with most theorists,

his work falls short of his ideals. Although he fought for
the independence of the English stage, he was unable to
escape the limitations and the prejudices of his day. Nor
was he ever free from imitation. The influence of his lec-
tures and dramatic essays was important in giving an impetus
in the right direction to English drama at a critical moment.
In his lectures he urged the recognition of drama as some-
thing other than mere amusement; as a civilizing and humaniz-
ing force, a potential educator. He stressed the importance
of a national drama, with freedom from foreign influence;
likewise, the necessity of reuniting drama with literature
by raising its level. He deplores the lack of high dramatic
standards, rebels against the tyranny of censorship, which
he proves has been in a sense futile, and dares to say that
the English theatre itself is the greatest enemy of the
English drama. Recognizing the superiority of French drama,
he says: "The sanity, universality, urbanity, and freedom
from oddity and sentimentality, distinguish French drama
« U)from English"; yet he was one of the first to admit that
a mediocre original was worth more than a first rate adapta-
tion. His ideal was the freeing of English drama from the
tyranny of the past and from the smothering weight of French
influence. He is the most strongly nationalistic writer of
his time.
As a dramatist, Jones never attained the populari-
ty of Pinero, yet in some respects he was more modern and
1. H. A. Jones, "Foundation of a National Drama", p. 107.

certainly more original. Shaw considers him "first and
eminently first among the surviving fittest of his own
generation of playwrights."^ 1 * He says that in Jones 1
play, "Michael and his Lost AngelV, the "English stage
got a good play and was completely and ignominously beaten
by it."^ In Jones one can recognize sincerity, a de-
gree of creative imagination, sympathy, and humor. He is
a good theatrical story teller whose plots develop natural-
ly rather than being pieced together; yet, on the other
hand, he has the same tendency to moralize, the same touch
of melodrama, the same conventional characters, the same
mechanical technique, as his predecessors.
Arthur Wing Pinero, the first English playwright
to receive royal honor by virtue of his plays alone, was
for years considered the greatest, and was, without doubt,
the most popular of English dramatists. Starting to write
for the theatre in 1877, Pinero shows a decided influence
of Scribe, Augier, and Sardou. Throughout nearly all of
his plays there runs an element if not of out and out
plagiarism, at least of copious borrowing from outside
sources - at first from the French, then after 1891 from
Ibsen, whose subject matter he adopts and treats a la
Scribe to make his two most famous plays. One has only
to read "The Gay Lord Quex" to see how mechanical, how
blatantly theatrical Pinero can be. In this play, with
1. G. B. Shaw, "Dramatic Opinions and Essays."
2 . Same
.
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its interminable intrigue, its forced climax, its stagey
tricks, Pinero outdoes Sardou at his own game. Pinero may
have developed in choice of subject matter, but he retains
to the end the obvious technique of Scribe. Perhaps Pinero*
s
insistence on the mechanics of the drama was the result of
his view of the theatre, the greatest function of which he
believed to be the production of emotional reactions and
effects. This would account for his forced theatrical
scenes and his tendency toward melodrama.
Pinero' a plots have a sameness. His characters,
too, are apt to resemble one another. For example, his two
best known heroines, Paula Tanqueray and Mrs. Ebbsmith, are
very similar. Pinero*s characters aroused much controversy.
Some said they were vital, human, enduring ; others that they
were unreal and theatrical. Agreeing with the latter group,
St. John Ervine, in an article in the Citizen (1912), says
his heroines "are common theatrical women. They are without
reticence or dignity, balance or courage. The Pinerotic
heroes are cads; not one of them is a man of fine fibre or
worthy impulse; there is about them the taint of the Picca-
dilly prowler." If a Piccadilly prowler is as bad as he
sounds, Ervine is, I think, putting it a little strongly.
Pinero »s men are evidently not the men of today; they are
narrowly concerned with problems of their own particular
day, problems which to us today lack vitality. The dialogue
Pinero employs is exuberant and fairly natural, but it is
the same for all types of characters, and abounds in senti-
••
mental platitudes. Pinero*s two most important plays,
which created much discussion when they dawned fresh on
a startled world, both approach tragedy, but from some
lack, either of sincerity or of probability, they fail to
stir as does real tragedy.
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THE INDEPENDENT THEATRE AND ITS SUCCESSOR,
THE STAGE SOCIETY
England had for years been aping French drama.
It was inevitable that the influence exerted by Antoine*s
theatre should make itself felt. As in Paris, so in London
the desire for reform first arose among those few people
seriously interested in the drama. But here the protest
against conventionality was more languid, the group de-
manding it smaller, and too select to make its influence
felt on the general public.
In 1891, Jacob Grein, the London representative
of a Dutch newspaper, supported by William Archer, a dramatic
critic, and George Moore, a writer who had spent ten years
of his life in Prance, launched on its precarious career
the Independent Theatre, an organization with much the same
purpose and ideals as those of Antoine, and a similar program.
Shaw says, "Grein madly began an apparently hope-
less attempt to bring the English theatre into some sort of
relation with contemporary culture.
The theatre had been raised to a more dignified
position by Grundy, Pinero, and Jones, but still lacked
culture and contact with life. The object of the Independent
Theatre movement was "the improvement of taste, the promotion
of sincerity, and the encouragement of art in drama." The
theatre was to be free from the curse of actor-managership.
1. Shaw, Preface to J. T. Grein, "World of the Theatre", p. 5.
2. J. Meltzer, "A Course of Modern Plays"
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Its repertory was to be of plays no commercial theatre
would produce.
Following Antoine's example, Grein produced as
the first play of the Independent Theatre, Ibsen's "Ghosts".
Shaw gives tribute to Grein as follows:
"When you first desperately stjick an advertise-
ment into the papers to say that an unheard of enterprise
called the Independent Theatre would on a certain Sunday
night perform an unheard of play, totally unlike any
play then current in the theatrical market; when the papers
thereupon declared that the manager of the theatre ought to
be prosecuted for keeping a disorderly house, and that you
and the foreign blackguard named Ibsen, who was your accom-
plice, should be deported as obvious undesirables - you made
a hole in the dyke and the weight of the flood outside did
the rest." (1)
Grein, like Antoine, opened his theatre to new
dramatists, but his search for unacted native plays went
unrewarded. By the autumn of 1892 there had not been pro-
duced a single worthwhile original play of an English author.
To put an end to this humiliating situation, Shaw, interested
in the experimental theatre from the first, gave to Grein in
1893 his first play, "Widowers* Houses", which he (Shaw)
calls "a grotesquely realistic exposure of slum landlord-
ship."^ Next he offered "The Philanderer". But an actor
could not be found to take the part. Undaunted, Shaw brought
1. Shaw, Preface to "World of the Theatre", J.T. Grein, p. 7.
2 . Same
.
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forth "Mrs. Warren* s Profession", on a "social subject of
tremendous force, everything that the Independent Theatre
could desire
.
x
The play was made ready, the actors were ready,
but so, alas, was the censor. Thus ended Shaw f s connection
with the Independent Theatre.
Meanwhile, Grein had produced Zola f s "Therese
Raquin", Theodore de Banville»s "Baiser", and other plays
from the repertory of the Theatre Libre. Grein himself
was intensely interested in the theatres of France and
England. He felt the English theatre to be the prey of
commercialism, and was loud in his demands for an endowed
theatre, "unswayed by personal or financial interests,
where plays shall be produced on the strength of their
intrinsic merits, where English plays shall some times
(2)give place to the works of foreign dramatists."
He deplored the lack of culture of the English
dramatic critics, who, he says, "have wallowed in Dumas",
and he asks, "But who except those I could count on the
fingers of my hands have said a word in favor of inducing
our managers to play Brieux, Curel , the whole brilliant
school that has shed its lustre on the world since Antoine
opened the Theatre Libre?" (3)
Again, in an article to the Revue d»Art Drama
-
tique, he says, "Les directeurs des theatres Anglais,
1. Shaw, preface to "World of the Theatre, J.T. Grein, p. 7.
2. Grein, "Dramatic Criticisms", p. 159.
3. Same, p. 196.
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savent plus ou moins ce qui se passe dans les petits
theatres du boulevard, mais les Brieux, les de Curel , les
Harvieux, les Lavedans, leur sont inconnus, a moins que
l*Era le journal theatrale ne les entretienne ou qu*un
pauvre diable d»enthousiaste leur en apporte quelque tra-
duction." (1)
One of these enthusiasts and one of the handful
of enlightened critics was William Archer, dramatic critic
on James Mortimer 1 a "Figaro" , a journal founded after French
models. A scholar and a linguist, Archer is famed for his
translations of Ibsen. Of him, A. Filon says, "II a fait
connaitre les Norwegians, et les Allemands; mieux que
peraonne, il a compris les oeuvres de nos dramaturges et
apprecie le parti qu»il y avait a en tirer pour 1» education
du theatre anglais."^ 2 )
Archer tried his best to stir from its apathy the
theatre world of London, to give it a progressive ideal
instead of a retrospective one. Not satisfied with English
society plays copied from the French, Archer urged a break
from slavish imitation. He says: "I have a horror of adapta-
tion. Every country ought to hold its own mirror up to its
own nature. I would rather have no play at all than a
French play tortured into an English dress."
1. Grein, "Dramatic Criticisms", p. 3.
2. A. Filon, "Le Theatre Anglais", p. 103.
3. William Archer, "Real Conversations", p. 112.
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Grein says: "Archer 1 s name is respected in Paris,
Berlin, and Vienna, as a critic worthy to be named in the
same breath with Lessing or Lemaftre . "
^
Archer's chief aim was to get the people to take
their drama seriously. Evidently he felt that he had made
some progress, for he says in 1897: "It is absurd to main-
tain that the theatre holds as large a place in the nation-
al consciousness of England as in that of France, but it
M (2)has gained ground immensely in the past four years.
Associated with Grein and Archer was George Moore,
called "The English Naturalist". Moore was thoroughly
familiar with the culture of Prance and with the tenets
of naturalism. He frequented the artistic circles of Paris
as painter and author, knew Zola, Villiers de L 1 Isle-Adam,
and many artists of the realistic school. His novels show
the influence of Balzac, the Goncourts, and Zola. As at-
tempts to bring French realism into English literature,
they were received with curiosity but met with little
success. Moore had practical ideas for organizing the
theatre, and theories of scenic decoration, which were
important. He tried his hand at writing plays, one of
which, "The Strike at Arlingford", was put on the boards
by the Independent Theatre. Like the rest of his works,
the play was too realistic to be welcomed by an English
audience
.
1. Grein, "Dramatic Criticism", p. 195.
2. William Archer, "The Theatrical World of 1897"
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During March, 1895, the company of Lugne Poe's
Theatre de l'Ceuvre, one of the outgrowths of the Theatre
Libre, performed plays of their repertory under the aus-
pices of the Independent Theatre. Shaw says: "Mr. Grein
could have rendered no better service to England." The
career of the Independent Theatre was brief and financially
rocky. Other theatres regarded the altruism of this enter-
prise in performing plays which did not bring box office
receipts as sheer insanity. The theatre made its appeal
to the intelligent minority only; for the average theatre-
goer it did not exist. The indifference of the British
public, the prejudice of critics, did not permit the In-
dependent Theatre to realize all its aims. Like Antoine,
Grein gathered artistic laurels but financial ruin. The
Independent Theatre closed its doors in 1897.
Probably the greatest service Grein performed
for the English drama was to introduce Ibsen to his audi-
ences. There formed in the world of society an Ibsen cult.
Ibsen brought to the English that degree of realism they
could best understand. The exact reproduction of life
has never been popular in England. The English theatre
is neither realistic nor idealistic, but a mixture of
the two. Pilon accounts for this dualism by attributing
it to the intermingling of Saxon and Celt to form the
English race. Ibsen 1 s symbolism was understood in England
better than in Prance, because, like Ibsen, the English
•
are Nordic. Pilon says: "II ne faut jamais oublier que le
symbolisme n'est pas, parmi ces races (du nord) , un jeu et
une fantaisie, mais un besoin d'origine et de nature que
ne peut reraplacer l»idol&trie des formes et des couleure,
comme dans le sensuel et heureux Midi."^ Be this the
explanation or not, the fact is that pure naturalism never
flourished in England. Ibsen's diluted realism influenced
modern English drama more than French naturalism.
The most discussed and most popular playwright
connected with the Independent Theatre was George Bernard
Shaw. Had it not been for the "humiliating national emer-
gency" brought about when Grein could not find an English
dramatist, the English stage might not have known Shaw's
genius. With his faculty for holding the public eye and
flare for publicity, one good thing Shaw did was to force
people to sit up and take notice of the new trend in
dramatic literature. A leader in the Ibsen campaign, Shaw
waged a private battle against Shakespearean domination
and against conventionality. He tries to persuade the
London public to "take its conscience and its brains with
it when it goes to the theatre, instead of leaving them
(2)
at home with its prayer book." v
In theory and practice, Shaw stands for the
thesis play. The theatre to him is a means, not an end.
He says: "I am convinced that fine art is the subtlest,
1. A. Filon, "Le Theatre Anglais", p. 167.
2. Shaw, From the Apology to "Mrs. Warren's Profession"
1
the most seductive, and the most effective means of propa-
ganda in the world, excepting only the example of personal
conduct." In his theory and his plays, Shaw seems to
have followed Brieux, for whom he had great admiration.
Shaw outdoes Brieux in long-windedness , and at times re-
minds one of Dumas, save that his field of preaching is
so different. Like Brieux, Shaw is frank and outspoken;
like Dumas, he employs a dialogue bristling with witticisms.
Attacking Pinero and the other writers of
"Sardoodledom" as he terms it, his own love of shocking
people, of bringing out the unexpected, leads him to
fall into a similar trap. After reading much of Shaw,
one expects the unexpected, the absurd generalities, the
revolutionary but often nonsensical ideas. One of Shaw*s
principal features is his clarity in thought and expres-
sion. He can make the most outrageous ideas sound practi-
cal and logical. With Shaw the development of stage
directions reaches a maximum. His plays are written to
be read, first of all. He includes parts which could
never be performed on the stage, as the dream in "Man
and Superman". This very fact shows that by Shaw»s time
the English stage was again in connection with English
literature. Plays were being published and read, as well
as performed.
However much one may disagree with Shaw, one
must admit that he helped to give new vigor to the English
drama.
1. Shaw, Prom the Apology to "Mrs. Warren* s Profession"

Two years after the Independent Theatre had
closed, the more important Stage Society, its lineal
descendant, was formed (1899), being the first strong
attempt to institute a repertory theatre. The object
of the Stage Society was "to promote and encourage dramat
ic art; to serve as an experimental theatre; to provide
such an organization as shall be capable of dealing with
any opportunities that may present themselves or be
created for the establishment of a Repertory Theatre in
London." Its origin was due to a desire to secure
the "production of plays of obvious power and merit,
which lacked under conditions then prevalent on the
M ( 2 )
stage, any opportunity for their presentation. v 7
It was pledged to the exploitation of truth
rather than effect. The Society had no permanent home.
For the presentation of its plays it borrov/ed theatres.
Some of the charter members were J. M. Barrie , St. John
Hankin, Granville Barker, and G. B. Shaw.
Foreign plays were also produced, plays by
Turgenev, Gorky, Hauptmann, and Sudermann, Brieux (Les
Hannetons and Les Trois Filles de M. Dupont), and Curel
(La Nouvelle Idole). In ten years, thirty-seven plays
by English dramatists and twenty-five by foreign authors
were produced.
One of the glories of the Society, as of the
Theatre Libre, was the discovery of new playwrights.
1. Index card - "Incorporated Stage Society"
2. "The Incorporated Stage Society", a pamphlet published
on the tenth anniversary of its founding.
f
Among the more important, authors connected with it were
Hankin, Barker, and Galsworthy. Shaw also wrote for the
Society, giving it for first presentation, six plays.
St. John Hankin believed it the dramatist f s
business to represent life, not to argue about it; but
he did not believe in the hearsay drama of naturalism
which would put an end to creative imagination.
Granville Barker wa3 to 3ome extent a follower
of Shaw. He gives minute stage directions, uses keen
observation, and witty satire. Barker, an actor, identi-
fied himself with the experimental side of the theatre,
his chief interest being the search for a new free form
for the drama. His plays are intellectual rather than
theatrical. After being connected with the Stage Society,
he joined with J. E. Vedrenne in managing the Court Theatre
(1904), where they had a fairly successful repertory scheme.
James Matthew Barrie, one of the better known
dramatists of modern England, stands quite apart in a
field of imagination. Save in freeness of form and in
realism of dialogue, he seems to have been untouched by
any naturalistic tendencies. Barrie is often sentimental,
yet he can indulge in satire. His outstanding characteris-
tics are imagination, originality, and a poetic quality.
r
The greatest dramatist of the English renaissance
is John Galsworthy. Not confined to the thesis play, as
was Shaw, not worried about a new form as was Barker,
Galsworthy combines the gocd points of both with a healthy
well balanced, and sympathetic outlook all his own. Un-
like Shaw, he can hold to his convictions but not obtrude
them to overshadow the personalities of his characters.
In some respects Galsworthy resembles the French
Curel. He is a serious thinker. His plays treat of the
inner life rather than of external actions. He is sincere,
and, in a sense, austere. Like Curel, too, he is inter-
ested in class problems. He criticises individual and
social weaknesses but does not propose a definite cure,
save the promotion of mutual understanding. His facility
in handling plots, the natural ease with which his plays
develop, his variety of charming characters, his unforced
dialogue, are marks of genius. Galsworthy is not a natural
ist; he has been called an "idealist with a passion for the
actual". He does not emphasize the abnormal, as does Shaw,
nor is he so superciliously cynical.
That England could produce a Galsworthy after
nearly two hundred years of dramatic slumber was due to
the awakening of interest, the arousing of initiative,
which Grein started, and which the Stage Society furthered.

Other experimental theatres followed in the
wake of the Stage Society. The Court Theatre, already
mentioned in connection with Barker, the Playhouse of
the New Drama of Desmond McCarthy, and the Frohraan
Repertory Experiment of an endowed theatre, may be men-
tioned as examples. All were more or less unsuccessful.
Many of them appealed only to a specialized audience.
They could not hope to contend with the popularity of
the London music halls, but they all go to show that
England is beginning to take her drama and her theatre
seriously.
e
SUMMARY
In Prance we have seen the development of
Naturalism in literature and in drama as the result of
several causes, namely, the defeat of France in 1870,
the development of experimental sciences, and the re-
action against Romanticism. Beginning with the more or
less clumsy attempts of the Naturalist novelists, pro-
ceeding through the mildly realistic plays of Dumas,
Augier, and Sardou, Naturalism in French drama comes
into its own in Becque , and finds place for expression
in theme and rendition in the Theatre Libre of Antoine.
In England the movement toward a more lifelike
drama resulted not so much from an inner urge for change
as from outside influences: that of the Theatre Libre, as
seen in the Independent Theatre and the Stage Society, and
the great influence of Ibsen. The new tendency in England
did not lead to plays of the ultra-naturalistic or "rosse"
type, nor even to plays of the stark realism of Becque
and his followers. True Naturalism was not adopted by
English playwrights, but its influence is seen in Shaw,
Galsworthy, and indeed in most modern English dramatists,
in the portrayal of real situations and real people quite
different from those which flourished on the stage before
1900.
The End
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